Processing Authorization Form for developing Film that is Expired, Outdated, Discontinued, Damaged or Old

Any film stock that is not currently being manufactured is considered an outdated stock and must be accompanied by this form. Many of these discontinued film stocks can still be processed but the results are not guaranteed. We will not process any film in our modern chemistry that may damage the developing for new film. Contamination to the chemistry and machine can occur when we put expired film through the bath. Please discuss your film type with your project coordinator prior to having it processed so you understand the workflow and pricing.

Our chemical processes include ECN-2, E-6 and D-96 for black and white reversal. This supports all currently manufactured super 8 film and 16mm film stock with the exception of black and white negative.

Please read and sign the following terms and conditions.

I hereby acknowledge that Pro8mm is not responsible for the results, loss or further damage of my discontinued/expired/old/damaged Super8/8mm or 16mm film.

I fully understand that Pro8mm’s efforts are BEST ATTEMPT only and I accept all charges discussed/quoted regarding best attempt efforts. We apologize, but we cannot offer any refunds for unacceptable results due to the chemical and labor cost of this process.

Name: __________________________________________________________

Signature________________________________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________________________

Email: ___________________________________________________________

Invoice #: __________________________
(for office use only)